Punctuation Practice

Fill in the bubble for the punctuation mark that is required for each sentence.

1. The library is closed today
   , ? ! , none
   O O O O O O

2. I just won the new bicycle
   , ? ! , none
   O O O O O O

3. My favorite sports are baseball, hockey, and football.
   , ? ! , none
   O O O O O O

4. When are we going to go deep sea fishing?
   , ? ! , none
   O O O O O O

5. Should we use markers or pencils
   , ? ! , none
   O O O O O O

6. We were muddy from head to toe
   , ? ! , none
   O O O O O O

7. Grandma likes to bake, sew, and read
   , ? ! , none
   O O O O O O

8. We studied Maine, Massachusetts and New Hampshire today.
   , ? ! , none
   O O O O O O

9. Happy Birthday
   , ? ! , none
   O O O O O O

10. I will be back in about one hour
    , ? ! , none
    O O O O O O

Add the proper punctuation to each sentence.

1. We need strawberries, cantaloupe, and watermelon to make the fruit salad.

2. The children like to play hide and go seek

3. Do you think it will rain tonight
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Fill in the bubble for the punctuation mark that is needed for each sentence.

1. The library is closed today.
   - . ? ! , none
   - O O O O O O

2. I just won the new bicycle!
   - . ? ! , none
   - O O O O O O

3. My favorite sports are baseball, hockey, and football.
   - . ? ! , none
   - O O O O O O

4. When are we going to go deep sea fishing?
   - . ? ! , none
   - O O O O O O

5. Should we use markers or pencils?
   - . ? ! , none
   - O O O O O O

6. We were muddy from head to toe.
   - . ? ! , none
   - O O O O O O

7. Grandma likes to bake, sew, and read.
   - . ? ! , none
   - O O O O O O

8. We studied Maine, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire today.
   - . ? ! , none
   - O O O O O O

9. Happy Birthday!
   - . ? ! , none
   - O O O O O O

10. I will be back in about one hour.
    - . ? ! , none
      - O O O O O O

Add the proper punctuation to each sentence.

1. We need strawberries, cantaloupe, and watermelon to make the fruit salad.

2. The children like to play hide and go seek.

3. Do you think it will rain tonight?